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DESY 08-050KUNS-2138Low-sale Gaugino Mass Uni�ationMotoi Endoa and Koihi YoshiokabaDeutshes Elektronen Synhrotron DESY,Notkestrasse 85, 22607 Hamburg, GermanybDepartment of Physis, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan
AbstratWe study a new lass of senarios with the gaugino mass uni�ation at the weak sale. Thegeneral ondition is �rst derived for the uni�ation to our. Among the general ases, a partiularattention is drawn to the mirage gauge mediation where the low-energy mass spetrum is governedby the mirage of uni�ed gauge oupling whih is seen by low-energy observers. The gaugino masseshave natural and stable low-sale uni�ation. The mass parameters of salar quarks and leptons aregiven by gauge ouplings but exhibit no large mass hierarhy. They are non-universal even whenmediated at the gauge oupling uni�ation sale. In addition, the gravitino is rather heavy andnot the lightest superpartile. These fats are in ontrast to existing gauge and mirage mediationmodels. We also present several expliit models for dynamially realizing the TeV-sale uni�ation.
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I. INTRODUCTIONSupersymmetry is one of the most attrative frameworks for exploring theoretial andphenomenologial aspets of possible extensions of the standard model (SM) [1℄. Supersym-metry is expeted to be broken around the eletroweak sale. That is strongly suggestedby the supersymmetri uni�ation of the SM gauge oupling onstants. The gauge ouplinguni�ation is obtained from the preise measurement of oupling onstants in the low-energyregime [2℄ and then probes the existene of uni�ation hypothesis in high-energy fundamentaltheory.The searh for supersymmetry will be performed in various near future experiments, e.g.through the dark matter probe of the lightest superpartile. A more diret onsequeneof low-energy supersymmetry is the observation of superpartners of the SM partiles inthe forthoming Large Hadron Collider, and the most important observable quantity is themass spetrum of new partiles. The masses of superpartiles are generally expressed by softbreaking terms whih do not introdue quadrati divergenes [3℄. These soft breaking termsonsist of gaugino masses, salar masses, and salar trilinear ouplings. They are induedby supersymmetry-breaking dynamis in high-energy fundamental theory and are fored tohave some speial properties in order to satisfy low-energy experimental onstraints, e.g.from avor-hanging rare proesses [4℄ and CP violation [5℄. To this end, various senariosof supersymmetry breaking have been proposed in the literature, and eah of them preditsindividual and distintive signatures whih would be observed in oming experiments.In this paper, we explore a new type of low-energy mass spetrum of superpartiles, wherethe spetrum around the eletroweak sale is preditive and diretly written down in terms ofhigh-energy quantities. Under the hypothesis of gauge oupling uni�ation in fundamentaltheory, gaugino masses are uni�ed in low-energy regime. Furthermore, salar quarks andleptons have no mass hierarhy among them and also their masses are omparable in sizeto those of gauginos. The situation that the low-energy spetrum tends to be degenerateis similar to the supersymmetry-breaking model [6, 7℄ related to the moduli stabilizationin string theory. However our approah in this paper is the �eld-theoretial onstrutionof supersymmetry breaking and its mediation whih indues suh a type of mass spetrum.The senario is basially the gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking [8, 9℄ in whih thethreshold of messenger �elds is a�eted by the super-Weyl anomaly mediation [10, 11℄ insupergravity. Therefore it shares the phenomenologial virtues with the gauge mediation, forexample, the suppression of serious higher-dimensional operators inluding supersymmetry-breaking �elds. The mass spetrum is, however, rather di�erent from existing senarios andindues distintive phenomenology in partile experiments and osmology. In partiular, thespetrum of salar quarks and leptons is determined by gauge harges and not universal evenwhen they are mediated at the gauge oupling uni�ation sale. The low-energy gauginomass uni�ation is una�eted by hanging the supersymmetry-breaking sale and also by theexistene of multiple thresholds. These fats are in ontrast to the model in Refs. [6, 7℄. Onthe other hand, the gravitino is heavy and not the lightest superpartile, whih is di�erentfrom typial gauge mediation models.This paper is organized as follows. In Setion II, we �rst study the low-energy uni�ationof gaugino masses in the simplest ase with the universality assumption. The general formof gaugino masses with the low-energy uni�ation is derived in Setion III and its patternis briey lassi�ed in Setion IV. We also disuss in Setion V the low-energy uni�ation2



in the presene of multiple threshold sales of messenger �elds and in partiular examinewhether the uni�ation sale is destabilized or not. Setion VI ontains the formulas forsupersymmetry-breaking parameters of salar �elds. From Setion VII, we fous on thegauge mediation senario with low-sale gaugino mass uni�ation. In Setion VII, we derivethe general formula of mass spetrum and disuss phenomenologial aspets of the senario.In Setion VIII, the uni�ation sale is supposed to be a TeV sale, and various dynamialrealization of TeV-sale uni�ation are investigated inluding the e�et of uplifting the va-uum energy. The last setion is devoted to summarizing the results and some disussion ofphenomenology. II. MIRAGE MEDIATIONThroughout this paper, MX denotes the sale at whih we have soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters generated by some high-energy dynamis, e.g. from supergravity in-terations, strongly-oupled gauge setor, et. In this setion, we fous on the property ofgaugino mass M�. Its general form at the sale MX is parameterized as follows:M�(MX) = MX� + bg2(MX)16�2 F�; (2.1)where g and b are the gauge oupling onstant and the one-loop beta funtion oeÆientof the orresponding gauge theory: dg=d ln� = bg3=16�2 where � is the renormalizationsale. The �rst term in (2.1) is the above-mentioned supersymmetry-breaking e�et fromhigh-energy dynamis. It is given at tree or loop level of oupling onstants in the theoryand generally depends on the energy sale: MX� =MX� (MX). The seond term is alled theanomaly mediation e�et [10, 11℄ and omes from the one-loop ontribution of super-Weylanomaly in supergravity. The latter e�et generally exists in any supersymmetry-breakingtheory and must be taken into aount. The F� ontribution is usefully expressed in terms ofthe ompensator hiral multiplet � in the onformal supergravity [12℄ and its value is givenby �xing the superonformal gauge transformation suh that � = 1+F��2 in the onformalframe.The one-loop renormalization group for the gaugino mass below the sale MX is evolveddown to the low-energy regime asM�(�) = M�(MX) g2(�)g2(MX)= MX� � 1 + bg2(�)16�2 ln� �2M2X�+ bg2(�)16�2 F�MX� � : (2.2)Here an important sale �m is introdued at whih the running e�et [the seond term in(2.2)℄ and the anomaly mediation e�et [the third term in (2.2)℄ are anelled out. Notethat the omplex phases of two ontributions in (2.1) must be aligned in order to have areal-valued �m. From (2.2), we obtain�m = MX exp ��F�=2MX� � ; (2.3)3



and the gaugino mass at this sale readsM�(�m) = MX� : (2.4)The sale �m is determined only by the ratio of two SUSY-breaking e�ets, and the gauginomass at �m is given by the ontribution of high-energy dynamis, exlusive of the anomalymediation. It is interesting that we diretly observe in low-energy partile experimentsthe high-energy e�et of supersymmetry breaking in fundamental theory without beingdisturbed by ambiguous renormalization-group e�ets.As in supersymmetri extensions of SM, there are generally several numbers of gaugegroups in a theory. The mirage mediation, the uni�ation of gaugino masses (more generally,of superpartile masses) at a low sale, is derived by the assertion that the sale �m an bede�ned independently of the gauge groups onsidered. This ondition is found from (2.3) torequire that MX� 's are universal:MX�a = (a{independent): (2.5)That is, the mirage mediation sale �m an be obtained in the ase that high-sale dynamisgenerates the universal boundary value for di�erent gauginos. The ondition does not needany details of MX� . Furthermore, if the universality (2.5) is realized, Eq. (2.4) means thatgaugino mass parameters at the mirage sale, M�a(�m), take the uni�ed value (= MX� ).Consequently, the mirage mediation is found to imply the mirage uni�ation (of gauginomasses). The gauge oupling uni�ation is not neessarily needed and the only assumptionis to have the universal gaugino masses from some high-energy dynamis. For example,the universal ontribution omes from moduli �elds in supergravity or string theory. Inpartiular, a reent senario of string-theory moduli stabilization [13℄ is known to predit asuppressed value of MX� relative to F� and then a hierarhially (exponentially) small sale�m an be naturally realized [see Eq. (2.3)℄, whih provides a harateristi framework forlow-energy phenomenology [14℄.It seems however that the universality (2.5) is only a suÆient ondition for the miragemediation, where high-sale e�ets diretly appear as if by projeted mirage in low-energyregime. In what follows, we investigate more general situations for the mirage uni�ation toour. III. GENERAL MIRAGE UNIFICATIONThe non-universality of superpartile spetrum is often generated by high-energy physisat the mediation saleMX . In this ase, it is a non-trivial issue to study what onditions areimplied by asserting the mirage uni�ation (of gaugino masses) at a low-energy sale. Fromthe disussion in the previous setion, it is a naive expetation that the mirage uni�ationtakes plae if gaugino masses from high-energy physis \unify" at some sale (exept for theanomaly mediation e�et). Notie however that this uni�ation sale is virtual and not themediation sale MX .Let us onsider the simplest situation that there is one threshold of supersymmetry-breaking dynamis at MX . The general uni�ation of gaugino masses, M�a = M�b , is4



derived from the low-energy renormalization-group evolution:�MX�a + bag2a(MX)16�2 F�� g2a(��m)g2a(MX) = �MX�b + bbg2b (MX)16�2 F�� g2b (��m)g2b (MX) ; (3.1)where ��m is the gaugino mass uni�ation sale and the gauge oupling onstants at thissale are given by 1g2x(�m) = 1g2x(MX) + bx16�2 ln�M2X�2m � (x = a; b): (3.2)Inserting these values into the above uni�ation equation, we �nd the uni�ation sale��m = MX exp "16�2�MX�a �MX�b�+ �bag2a(MX)� bbg2b (MX)�F�2bbg2b (MX)MX�a � 2bag2a(MX)MX�b # ; (3.3)and the uni�ed value of gaugino massesM�a(��m) = M�b(��m) = bag2a(MX)MX�b � bbg2b (MX)MX�abag2a(MX)� bbg2b (MX) : (3.4)It may be interesting to notie that the anomaly mediation e�ets are dropped out in theexpression of uni�ed gaugino mass, though any anellation is not assumed between theseand renormalization-group e�ets.We �rst study the uni�ation ondition that ��m is independent of the gauge indies aand b. If this ondition is satis�ed, the sale ��m is entitled to the mirage uni�ation saleat whih more than two gaugino masses take a ommon value. A trivial solution is theuniversal ontribution MX�a =MX�b at the threshold sale. In this ase, the expressions (3.3)and (3.4) beome equivalent to the result of the mirage mediation disussed in the previoussetion. To look for a more general solution, we rewrite the braket in the right-handed sideof (3.3) as 16�2babbg2a(MX)g2b (MX)�MX�a �MX�b�� � 1bag2a(MX) � 1bbg2b (MX)�F�MX�a=bag2a(MX)�MX�b=bbg2b (MX) : (3.5)Sine the supergravity interations are universal, the oeÆient of F� must be a,b-independent. The renormalization-group running above the threshold sale are generallygiven by 1g2x(MX) = 1g2U + bx +Nx16�2 ln�M2GM2X� (x = a; b); (3.6)where Na;b denote the ontribution of deoupled �elds at the threshold and MG is the saleat whih the two running gauge ouplings ga and gb meet [ga(MG) = gb(MG) � gU ℄. TheoeÆient of F� in (3.5) now beomes1bag2a(MX) � 1bbg2b (MX) = � 1ba � 1bb� 1g2U + 116�2�Naba � Nbbb � ln�M2GM2X� : (3.7)5



Therefore we should have Na = Nb (� N) as the �rst ondition for uni�ation. With thisondition at hand, we �nally �nd that the gauge fator independene of the exponent (3.5)leads to the ommon value of gaugino masses:MX�a(MG) = MX�b(MG); (3.8)with whih not only the oeÆient of F� but the �rst term of (3.5) beomes a,b-independent.Here the gaugino mass fators MX�x above the supersymmetry-breaking sale MX are vir-tually de�ned as if they obey the renormalization-group equations orresponding to (3.6).Namely, the seond ondition for uni�ation to appear is that, at the sale of gauge ou-pling uni�ation, the orresponding gaugino masses also (virtually) unify, exept for theanomaly mediation e�et. The form of the uni�ed value MX�x(MG) has no restrition and isan arbitrary funtion of gU and other universal ouplings.In summary, the general mirage uni�ation (of gaugino masses) is ahieved in theory withgauge oupling uni�ation and satis�es two onditions: (i) the threshold of supersymmetry-breaking dynamis preserves the gauge oupling uni�ation and (ii) gaugino masses fromsupersymmetry-breaking dynamis virtually unify at the sale of gauge oupling uni�ation.As a result, the general form of gaugino masses indued at the supersymmetry-breakingsale is onsistent with the low-energy mirage when it satis�esMX� = 0 + 1g2(MX): (3.9)The oeÆients 0 and 1 are universal (gauge-fator independent) and, in partiular, do notdepend on g(MX). We have also inluded the trivial solution (the 0 term), orrespondingto the simple mirage mediation ifMX =MG. The sale ��m of the general mirage uni�ationis written in a parallel fashion to the previous ase (2.3) as��m = �MX exp ��F�=2 �MX� � : (3.10)The e�etive threshold sale �MX and the supersymmetry-breaking mass parameter �MX� arede�ned as �MX � MG �MXMG�0= �MX� ; �MX� � 0 + 1g2G; (3.11)1g2G � 1g2U + N16�2 ln�M2GM2X� : (3.12)These three quantities, �MX , �MX� , gG are found not to have gauge-group dependenes andso ��m does denote the low-energy uni�ation sale of gaugino masses. From (3.4) and (3.9),we evaluate the uni�ed value of gaugino masses at this sale:M�a(��m) = M�b(��m) = 0 + 1g2G ; (3.13)whih is just equivalent to the e�etive boundary mass �MX� . This fat implies that thee�et of high-energy physis is diretly observed in low-energy regime as the projetion ofmirage. It is also found, ompared to (3.9), that the low-energy value M�(��m) is equal tothe dynamially indued mass MX� by replaing the gauge oupling with gG. The \oupling6



onstant" gG represents the e�et of deoupled �elds and naively seems to depend on thethreshold sale MX . However we an show from the running equations of gauge ouplingsthat low-energy values of gauge ouplings are related to gG as1g2G = 1g2x(�) + bx16�2 ln� �2M2G� (x = a; b); (3.14)This equation indiates an important property that gG is interpreted as the (virtual) uni�edvalue of gauge ouplings in the absene of any threshold and is determined only by (experi-mentally) observed values of gx in low-energy regime. In partiular, gG does not depend onMX and therefore, the low-energy uni�ed value of gaugino masses M�x(��m) is also insensi-tive to the threshold sale. Further it is interesting to notie that, similarly to the gauginomasses, the gauge oupling onstants are also mediated by mirage from high to low-salephysis: in future partile experiments, we would diretly probe the high-energy uni�edvalue gG through the determination of superpartile masses. Probing high-energy physiswithout being disturbed by intermediate-sale unknown fators will larify the mehanismof supersymmetry breaking as well as grand uni�ed theory.As we have shown, the general mirage uni�ation an be de�ned even when the spe-trum is non-universal at the supersymmetry-breaking sale and the oupling uni�ationsale. The general formulas are given by (3.9) and (3.10) with the mirage value of uni-�ed gauge oupling whih is evaluated only by low-energy observables and independent ofsupersymmetry-breaking thresholds. One remark is that the uni�ation sale ��m does notmake sense unless the omplex phases of 0 and 1 terms are aligned to that of the anomalymediation F�. That may restrit possible dynamis of supersymmetry breaking and itsmediation. IV. CLASSIFICATIONThe gaugino masses in the senario of general mirage uni�ation have the form (3.9). Webriey disuss eah ase separately and omment on possible dynamis of supersymmetry-breaking mediation setor. A. 0 6= 0, 1 = 0The �rst simple ase is that the 0 term is dominant. In this ase, gaugino masses areuniversal at the supersymmetry-breaking sale MX . The universal ontribution originatesfrom, e.g., gravitational interations, moduli �elds in high-energy theory, and so on. Thatresults in the simple mirage mediation disussed in Setion II.B. 0 = 0, 1 6= 0The seond ase is that the gauge threshold ontribution is dominant: 0 = 0 and 1 6= 0.That is understood as the situation that supersymmetry breaking is mediated by some gaugeinterations at loop level. In this ase, MX� 's beome universal if they were interpolated to7



the gauge oupling uni�ation sale, and then the disussion returns to the simple miragemediation with the threshold saleMX =MG. However there is one di�erene that the gaugeoupling in the interpolated mass MX� (MG) is not the real value gU but the virtual one gG,whih represents the deviation due to the presene of supersymmetry-breaking dynamisabove MX . In other words, if one uses the mirage sale formula (2.3) with the interpolatedmass MX� (MG), the threshold sale should be modi�ed aordingly.As an expliit example, let us see the following form of gaugino masses:M�a(MX) = g2a(MX)16�2 F + bag2a(MX)16�2 F� : (4.1)The superpartile mass spetrum is given by the sum of the gauge and super-Weyl anomalyontributions. The relative omplex phase of two F terms, F and F�, should be alignedfrom a phenomenologial analysis of CP violation [15℄. A simple dynamial example isthe so-alled deeted anomaly mediation [16℄. The above expression means 0 = 0 and1 = FX=16�2, and hene the mirage uni�ation sale is found��m = MG exp��8�2g2G F�F � ; (4.2)where the mirage value of uni�ed gauge oupling gG is determined by the observed valuesof gauge ouplings at a low-energy sale �:1g2G = 1g2x(�) + bx16�2 ln� �2M2G� : (4.3)C. 0 6= 0, 1 6= 0The last one is the most general ase and normally needs two soures of supersymmetrybreaking. A simple example is the oexistene of the ontributions via supergravity andgauge interations [17, 18℄ from several supersymmetry-breaking setors. It is also possibleto realize this type of spetrum with a single soure of supersymmetry breaking. For thispurpose, let us assume the following shemati Lagrangian:Z d2� �� 14g2 + XMpl�W �W� + �M	 +X��		�+ h:: + (dynamis for X); (4.4)where X is the representative �eld of supersymmetry breaking whih has a non-vanishingF omponent, and 	, �	 are the vetor-like messenger multiplets. The �rst term gives atree-level gravity ontribution to gaugino masses of the form of FX=Mpl. The seond termindues a mass splitting in eah messenger multiplet and gives the gauge ontribution froma one-loop diagram involving the messenger �elds. Thus the gauge ontribution takes theform of (1=16�2)(FX=M	). If the messenger mass sale M	 is smaller than the gravitysale Mpl by one-loop order quantity, the two ontributions of supersymmetry breaking areomparable to eah other and equally important for phenomenology suh as the modi�ationof low-energy uni�ation sale and superpartile mass spetrum.8



V. MULTI THRESHOLDS AND STABILITY OF MIRAGEIn this setion we study the ase that there exist multiple threshold sales of supersym-metry breaking dynamis. In addition to the sale MX previously disussed, superpartilesare supposed to reeive the ontribution of supersymmetry-breaking masses from di�erentdynamis at M 0X , whih is assumed to be smaller than MX without the loss of generality.In partiular, we examine whether the mirage uni�ation is spoiled or not in the preseneof additional thresholds.A. Simple Mirage Case (0 6= 0, 1 = 0)Let us �rst onsider the simple mirage ase (1 = 0) analyzed in Setion II. We haveadditional gaugino mass ontribution M 0� at the sale M 0X . It is noted that the net on-tribution at this threshold is the sum of M 0� and the supersymmetri ontribution whihompensates the anomaly mediation. In low-energy regime (� < M 0X), the gaugino mass isgiven by the one-loop renormalization-group ow:M�(�) = hM�(M 0X) +M 0�i g2(�)g2(M 0X)= �MX� +M 0�� �1 + b0g2(�)16�2 ln� �2M 0 2X ��+ b0g2(�)16�2 F� + bg2(�)16�2 MX� ln�M 0 2XM2X �; (5.1)where b0 is the beta funtion oeÆient of gauge oupling g below the threshold sale M 0X .Repeating the previous analysis, the new sale of low-energy uni�ation is formally writtendown as ��0m = ��m�M 0XMX� b0�bb0 MX�MX� +M0��M 0X��m � M0�MX� +M0� : (5.2)The uni�ation sale ��m in the single threshold ase has been de�ned in (2.3). It is foundfrom this expression that, in order for ��0m to be the uni�ation sale, the following twoonditions are additionally required: (i) the threshold ontribution M 0� is universal and (ii)the ratio of beta funtions b=b0 is independent of gauge groups. The latter ondition is ratherrestritive. The general solution to the latter ondition is given by b = b0 whih impliesan unrealisti situation that deoupled �elds at either threshold are only gauge singlets.Moreover, one noties that ��0m is no longer a mirage uni�ation sale, even if the thresholdontribution is supersymmetri (M 0� = 0) or grand uni�ation like (ba � b0a = universal).B. Gauge Threshold Case (0 = 0, 1 6= 0)Another typial ase has the ontribution of gauge threshold only (0 = 0), i.e. thesenario with gauge and anomaly mediated supersymmetry breaking. Let us onsider anadditional gauge threshold at M 0X . Its form is written down as M 0� = 01g2(M 0X) where the9



oeÆient 01 is universal for di�erent gaugino masses. In the low-energy regime (� < M 0X),the gaugino mass is given by the one-loop renormalization-group ow:M�(�) = ��1g2(MX) + bg2(MX)16�2 F��g2(M 0X)g2(MX) + 01g2(M 0X) + �AM(M 0X)� g2(�)g2(M 0X)= (1 + 01)g2(�) + b0g2(�)16�2 F�; (5.3)where b0 is the beta funtion oeÆient for gauge oupling g below the threshold sale M 0X .The last quantity �AM denotes the supersymmetri threshold orretion whih preserves theultraviolet insensitivity of super-Weyl anomaly mediation. It is found that, in the previousexpressions for the single threshold ase, 1 should be shifted to 1+01, and further, MX andb are replaed withM 0X and b0. The last point we should take into aount is the modi�ationof the renormalization group running of gauge ouplings. In the ase of multiple thresholdsat MX and M 0X , the gauge ouplings take the uni�ed value g0U at M 0G :1g2x(M 0X) = 1g0 2U + bx16�2 ln�M2XM 02X� + bx +N16�2 ln�M 0 2GM2X � (x = a; b): (5.4)Repeating the previous analysis of mirage uni�ation with this modi�ed running equation,we �nd that the mirage uni�ation is preserved for grand uni�ation like threshold, thatis, ba � b0a = bb � b0b (� N 0). At the same time, the gauge oupling uni�ation sale is notmodi�ed: MG =M 0G. In the end, the mirage uni�ation sale in the multi threshold ase isgiven by ��0m = MG exp �� F�=2 �MX0� �: (5.5)The e�etive boundary mass �MX0� is de�ned as�MX0� � (1 + 01) g0 2G ; (5.6)1g0 2G � 1g0 2U + N 016�2 ln�M2XM 02X �+ N +N 016�2 ln�M2GM2X� : (5.7)Sine �MX0� and g0G do not have gauge-group dependenes, the new sale ��0m is properlyde�ned as the mirage uni�ation sale (of gaugino masses). The uni�ed value of gauginomasses at ��0m is evaluated asM�a(��0m) = M�b(��0m) = (1 + 01) g0 2G ; (5.8)whih is equal to the e�etive boundary mass �MX0� . Compared with the single thresholdase, the virtual oupling gG seems to be modi�ed to g0G due to the e�et of the additionalthreshold. However we an show from (5.4) and (5.7) that low-energy values of gaugeouplings (� < M 0) beome1g0 2G = 1g2x(�) + b0x16�2 ln� �2M2G� (x = a; b): (5.9)10



This equation indiates that g0G does not depend both onMX andM 0X , i.e. insensitive to thepresene of supersymmetry-breaking dynamis. It is also interesting to �nd that, omparedwith the single threshold ase (3.14), g0G is equivalent to gG for �xed low-energy observables,and so equal to the (mirage) uni�ed gauge oupling without any thresholds:gG = g0G : (5.10)The real uni�ed gauge oupling g0U , of ourse, beomes di�erent from gU and sensitive tothe presene of thresholds.In summary, for the gauge threshold ase, the mirage uni�ation is preserved even whenthere exist multiple thresholds of supersymmetry-breaking dynamis. The mirage sale doesnot expliitly depend on the threshold sales (the messenger mass sales). The only inueneof multiple thresholds is the umulative e�et of 1 terms in gaugino mass. These fats showthat only the total number of messenger �elds is relevant. Finally, the mirage uni�ation isnot spoiled by supersymmetri threshold (01 = 0), unlike the simple mirage ase.VI. SUPERSYMMETRY BREAKING TERMS FOR SCALARSWe have disussed supersymmetry-breaking mass parameters for gauginos. Salar super-partiles also reeive similar e�ets from their ouplings to supersymmetry-breaking �eldsX and �. The result is expressed in terms of soft mass parameters: trilinear and bilin-ear holomorphi ouplings and non-holomorphi salar masses squared. In this setion, wepresent the general formulas for salar supersymmetry-breaking terms.As seen above, the e�et of super-Weyl anomaly is important in disussing the gauginomass uni�ation and then, the ompensator formalism of supergravity is useful for derivingthe general form of supersymmetry-breaking terms for salars. For salar supermultiplets,the supergravity Lagrangian is given by two ingredients, i.e. the K�ahler potential K andsuperpotential W :L = Z d4��y� f(Qi; Qiy; X;Xy;�;�y) + h Z d2��3W (Qi; X) + h::i; (6.1)where Qi denote the salar super�elds for whih we now want to derive the supersymmetry-breaking terms. The supergravity f funtion is related to the K�ahler potential as f =�3e�K=3. We have taken into aount the fat that the K�ahler potential has the quantum-level dependene on the ompensator �eld �. Note that the superpotential is known tobe proteted from radiative orretions due to the non-renormalization theorem and haveno � dependene. As in the ase of gaugino masses, the �-dependent piees ome outthrough the renormalization proedure and indue the anomaly-mediated ontribution ofsupersymmetry breaking. When inluding quantum e�ets, it may be easier to analyze thesalar potential in the onformal frame of supergravity where the superonformal gaugesymmetry is �xed by hoosing � = 1 + F��2. The supergravity Lagrangian in the Einsteinframe, where the (super)gravity kineti terms are anonial, is obtained by the spei� super-Weyl transformation [19℄ and the salar potential analysis in this frame an be performedwith the gauge �xing ondition [20℄: � = eK=6[1 + (F� + 13KiFi)�2℄. It is noted that there is11



no di�erene between these two gauge hoies for deriving the leading order supersymmetry-breaking terms if jKiFij � jF�j. This ondition is obviously satis�ed when jFX=Xj � jF�jand jXj � 1 as in the ase of mirage uni�ation with gauge thresholds (and also satis�edin the ase of simple mirage mediation where jFX=Xj � jF�j and jXj � 1). Therefore inthe following we study the salar supersymmetry-breaking terms in the onformal frame ofsupergravity.To see the supersymmetry-breaking terms of salar �elds Qi, we �rst integrate out theauxiliary omponents FQi via their equations of motion:F ��fQi +WQi +XI F yI fQiIy = 0; (6.2)where the lower indies of f and W denote the �eld derivatives. The index I runs over allthe hiral multiplet salars in the theory, i.e. I = Qi; X;� in the present ase. After theintegration, the resultant salar potential is given byV = �fQfQyfQQy � f�F ��F� + XI;J 6=Q�fQIyfJQyfQQy � fJIy�F yIFJ +�XI 6=Q�fQfIQyfQQy � fI�F ��FI + h::�+h f�1QQyWQ�12W �Qy + F�fQy +XI 6=QFIfIQy�� 3WF� �WXFX + h::i: (6.3)We have dropped the avor index i of Qi just for notational simpliity. Note that the deriva-tive indies I; J ontain the ompensator �eld � whih leads to radiative e�ets throughthe supergravity anomaly. It easily turns out that the �rst line in (6.3) generates non-holomorphi salar mass terms and the seond one holomorphi supersymmetry-breakingouplings as well as a possible supersymmetri mass term ontained in jWQj2.A. Holomorphi Salar CouplingsThe salars Qi aquire supersymmetry-breaking holomorphi ouplings, inluding trilin-ear and bilinear ones in salar �elds (usually alled the A and B terms, respetively). Theyare indued in the presene of orresponding superpotential terms in W . The most generalexpression of holomorphi supersymmetry-breaking terms an be alulated from the seondline of the supergravity salar potential (6.3). For pratial purposes, it is almost suÆientto know holomorphi salar ouplings for the minimal K�ahler form K = ZQQyQ where thewavefuntion fator depends on � through the renormalization: ZQ = ZQ(X;Xy;�;�y). Inthis ase we �nd that the seond line in the potential (6.3) induesLA = FX�WX �XQ � lnZQ�X �W� lnQ�+ F��3W �XQ �1 + � lnZQ�� � �W� lnQ�+ h::: (6.4)The �rst term (the FXWX term) is irrelevant unless the salar multiplets Qi diretly oupleto X in the superpotential. As an example, let us onsider the superpotential with Yukawaand mass terms; W = yijkQiQjQk + �ijQiQj. The orresponding trilinear and bilinear12



supersymmetry-breaking ouplings are read o� from the general expression LA and aregiven by Aijk = XI=X;� � ln(ZQiZQjZQk)�I FI ; (6.5)Bij = �F� + XI=X;� � ln(ZQiZQj)�I FI ; (6.6)for the de�nition of Lagrangian parameters: L = �AijkyijkQiQjQk�Bij�ijQiQj+h::. The� derivative is translated to the energy-sale dependene of wavefuntion fators and theoeÆients of F� are given by the anomalous dimensions of salar �elds. On the other hand,the X dependene of Z is �xed model-dependently and its supersymmetry-breaking e�etshave some variety.We have two brief omments on the phenomenologial aspet of these formulas. First itis noted that the supersymmetry-breaking parameters are desribed by FX=X and F� withreal oeÆients. Therefore if the omplex phases of these two F terms are aligned, phases ofsupersymmetry-breaking parameters inluding gaugino masses an be rotated away with onesuitable R symmetry rotation, and the CP symmetry is not violated in the supersymmetry-breaking setor. Seond, the above B-term formula, when applied to the minimal super-symmetri SM and beyond, auses a too large value of the B parameter to trigger theorret eletroweak symmetry breaking, if the F� ontribution is dominant. While therehave been several proposed solutions to this problem [10, 16, 21℄, they are model-dependentand generally predit di�erent values of B aording to how to develop � parameters.B. Non-holomorphi Salar MassesSalar �elds generally reeive non-holomorphi supersymmetry-breaking masses fromtheir ouplings to supersymmetry-breaking �elds. The mass spetrum of superpartnersof quarks and leptons is sensitive to the detailed form of K�ahler potential whih, in turn, isrestrited by phenomenologial onstraints. Here we suppose the minimal K�ahler potentialK = ZQQyQ as in the previous setion. The possible X dependene of the wavefuntionfator is determined, depending on the property of X, by laiming the absene of avor-hanging higher-dimensional operators [7℄. We do not disuss further here and derive thegeneral formula for supersymmetry-breaking salar masses.The non-holomorphi mass terms ome from the �rst line of the potential (6.3). Expand-ing about Q, we obtain the general expression for the minimal K�ahler form:m2Q = XI;J=X;� �2 lnZ�1Q�Iy�J F yIFJ ; (6.7)for the anonial normalization of the Qi �eld kineti term. The seond-order derivative withrespet to the ompensator � leads to the anomaly mediated ontribution to supersymmetry-breaking masses. A more essential ingredient is the ross term of two F -omponent e�etsFX and F�. This part is found to play an important role in disussing the mirage behaviorof superpartile masses. 13



VII. MIRAGE GAUGE MEDIATIONAmong the general mirage uni�ation senarios lassi�ed in the previous setion, thegauge threshold ase is shown to have natural and stable low-energy uni�ation againstpossible but obsure intermediate thresholds. The gauge threshold senario is also favoredfrom phenomenologial viewpoints suh as the suppression of rare proesses beyond the SMand the osmology. In the rest of this paper, we fous on analyzing this lass of senario,whih is alled here the mirage gauge mediation.A. Setup and Supersymmetry Breaking TermsWe �rst study a simple gauge threshold model, and disuss its mirage uni�ation behaviorand superpartile spetrum. Let us onsider the following form of Lagrangian:L = Z d4��y�Zi(X;Xy;�;�y)QyiQi +Z d2� S(X;�)W �W� + h::+Z d2��3X �		 + h:: + (dynamis for X); (7.1)where Qi and W � denote the matter and gauge hiral super�elds with the renormalizationfators Zi and S, respetively. The vetor-like messenger multiplets 	 and �	 belong togrand uni�ation-like representations, i.e. they give the universal ontribution to the SMgauge beta funtions in order to preserve the gauge oupling uni�ation in the absene ofthreshold. The K�ahler f funtion is expanded by Qi and only the leading kineti term isinluded. The leading onstant (Qi-independent) term was not expliitly written but itssigni�ane will be disussed in later setions. In what follows, we assume as an examplethat the messenger multiplets ompose of N pairs of 5-plets and its onjugates of SU(5).The ompensator super�eld � ontrols the Weyl invariane of the theory and its salar andfermioni omponents are �xed by the superonformal gauge transformation. Finally, Xis the representative hiral super�eld of supersymmetry breaking and its expetation valueis determined by high-energy dynamis of stabilizing X suh that X = MX + FX�2.1 Thedynamis forX �eld is unspei�ed here and will be expliitly disussed with various examplesin supergravity towards onstruting a fully viable theory.The basi building bloks in (7.1) are parallel to the deeted anomaly mediation, par-tiularly the Pomarol-Rattazzi model [16℄, and its phenomenologial aspets have been dis-ussed [22℄. We here use this as a simple model for illustrating the gauge threshold ase.However our main fous is on the low-sale uni�ation, whih does not neessarily meanthe deeted anomaly mediation. It is suÆient for the mirage gauge mediation to havean independent soure of gaugino masses proportional to g2. Various types of suh sourehave been found in the literature and they all belong to the lass with 0 = 0. In later1 HereMX is a dimension-less parameter. The threshold mass sale is given by the expetation value of thesalar omponent of dimension-one super�eld ~X � X�. If the following formulas are expressed in termsof F ~X instead of FX , the anomaly-mediated ontribution should be replaed with the one evaluated abovethe threshold sale. 14



setions, we will be interested in disussing the property of mirage uni�ation at observable(TeV) sale, �nding the neessary onditions for realizing it, and presenting several dynam-ial mehanisms to satisfy the onditions. For example, some new ingredient is needed tolower the messenger sale and to properly modify the F -term ratio, and so we propose var-ious dynamis [the seond line in (7.1)℄ and (hidden-setor) e�ets by performing expliitonstrution of the extensions and detailed analysis.The wavefuntion fators Zi and the gauge kineti funtion S depend on thesupersymmetry-breaking �eld X at quantum level. The tree-level X dependenes throughhigher-dimensional operators are suppressed by the uto� sale Mpl whih is muh largerthan the messenger sale MX , otherwise these operators sometimes indue disastrous phe-nomenology suh as avor-hanging rare proesses and CP violations. This suppression isknown to be one of the virtues of gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking and our presentmodel shares this exellent property. The ompensator dependene also appears at looplevel due to the lassial sale invariane. Therefore the supersymmetry-breaking e�etsare extrated by turning on the F omponents and by expanding the quantum-level depen-dene [23℄ with respet to FX and F�. The renormalization fators in low-energy region andtheir dependenes on X and � are obtained from the solutions of one-loop renormalization-group equations in the super�eld forms:Zi(�) = Zi(�)�ReS(X�)ReS(�) � 2Cib+N� ReS(�)ReS(X�)�2Cib ; (7.2)S(�) = S(�) + b +N32�2 ln� �X�+ b32�2 ln�X�� � ; (7.3)where b is the one-loop beta-funtion oeÆient below the threshold sale and Ci denotesthe quadrati Casimir, expliitly given below. The sale � means some high-energy initialpoint (� > MX) above whih no supersymmetry-breaking dynamis exists.2The soft supersymmetry-breaking mass parameters, gaugino masses M�a, salar trilinearouplings Ai, non-holomorphi salar masses m2i , are then derived from the general formulasgiven in the previous setion:M�a(�) = �Ng2a(�)16�2 FXMX + bag2a(�)16�2 F�; (7.4)Ai(�) = NCai8�2ba hg2a(�)� g2a(MX)i FXMX � Cai g2a(�)8�2 F�; (7.5)m2i (�) = NCai128�4ba h(ba +N)g4a(MX)�Ng4a(�)i���� FXMX ����2 � Cai bag4a(�)128�4 jF�j2+NCai g4a(�)128�4 � FXMX F �� + h::�; (7.6)where the summations for the gauge index a are understood, and Cai is the quadrati Casimiroperator of gauge group Ga for the �eld Qi, for example, (N2 � 1)=2N for the vetorial2 We assume that the messenger �elds 	 and �	 do not have soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters aboveMX . If not so, the more general formulas [24℄ should be utilized for deriving soft terms for low-energy�elds. 15



representation of SU(N). For eah formula, the �rst term is the ontribution of gaugethreshold. This part determines the mirage uni�ation sale and the mirage mass spetrumas previously shown for gaugino masses. The seond term in eah formula denotes theanomaly mediation. The third term in the salar mass squared m2i is the mixed ontributionof gauge and anomaly mediations. It is noted that the relative omplex phase of FX=MXand F� should be aligned from a phenomenologial viewpoint of CP violation. If this is thease, the mirage uni�ation does appear and further the third term in m2i does not ontainCP-violating omplex phases. B. Mirage Uni�ationFrom the general formula (3.10) in Setion III, the mirage uni�ation sale for the presentsetup is found ��m = MG exp��8�2RNg2G � ; (7.7)where gG is the mirage value of uni�ed gauge oupling at MG and an be determined byevolving the low-energy observed values up to high energy. Therefore, gG and MG areinsensitive to the threshold sale and so is the mirage sale ��m. It is noted that this is thegeneral and model-independent property of the theory with gauge oupling uni�ation suhas the minimal supersymmetri SM. The real value of uni�ed gauge oupling, gU , in thepresent model is related to gG as 1=g2U = 1=g2G + (N=16�2) ln(M2X=M2G), but gU itself doesnot appear expliitly in any formulas for mirages. The parameter R in (7.7) is de�ned asthe ratio of two F terms: R = �F�FX=MX ; (7.8)whih is real-valued as mentioned above and is de�ned so that its sign beomes positivein most of known dynamis for the X stabilization. In the limit R ! 0 (R ! 1), theontribution of gauge (anomaly) mediation beomes dominant. It may be interesting tosee from Eq. (7.7) that the low-energy mirage sale emerges as an analogy of dimensionaltransmutation: let us onsider a virtually-de�ned gauge oupling gm. It has an initial on-dition gm(MG) = gG and obeys the renormalization-group equation with the beta funtionoeÆient bm = �N=R whih is negative in most ases, and hene gm has the asymptotiallyfree behavior.Sine the gauge ouplings at ��m are related to gG asg2a(��m) = NN + baR g2G ; (7.9)the soft supersymmetry-breaking mass parameters at the mirage uni�ation sale are found
16



to be given by the following form:M�a(��m) = �Ng2G16�2 FXMX ; (7.10)Ai(��m) = NCai8�2ba �g2G � g2a(MX)� FXMX ; (7.11)m2i (��m) = NCai128�4ba h(N + ba)g4a(MX)�Ng4Gi���� FXMX ����2: (7.12)The mass spetrum is ontrolled by two parameters, the messenger ontribution N and thethreshold saleMX , and is insensitive to the F -term ratio R. On the other hand, the miragesale ��m is determined by N and R and is insensitive to the threshold sale MX . Thesebehaviors are important for studying phenomenologial aspets of the model, espeially forexamining whether the mirage uni�ation sale an be set to be observable in future olliderexperiments, whih we will disuss in details in Setion VIII.C. Mirage SpetrumIt is found from the above mass formula that the mirage gauge mediation has a ompleteorrespondene to the gauge mediation senario. That is, these two theories are tradedto eah other by interhanging the gauge oupling onstants: the mirage spetrum is reado� from the gauge-mediated one by simply replaing the gauge ouplings ga(�) at a low-energy sale � with the mirage uni�ed value gG whih is evaluated from ga(�). Furthermoresoft salar masses (7.12) are found to generally satisfy two types of sum rules, as in gaugemediation [25℄: PYm2 = 0 and P(B�L)m2 = 0 where Y and B �L are the hyperhargeand the baryon minus lepton number, respetively. (It is noted that eah term in (7.6), i.e.the gauge, anomaly, mixed term, separately satis�es the sum rules.)The lear omparison to the gauge mediation model is summarized in Table I. Here weshow several illustrative limits that the mass spetra of two theories are evaluated at thesame low-energy sale (= TeV) in the ases that the supersymmetry-breaking thresholdsales are low (MX = TeV) and high (MX = MG). We have two typial spetra of themirage uni�ation:� The �rst is the ase that supersymmetry breaking is mediated at the gauge ouplinguni�ation sale (the lower-right panel in the table). The low-energy mass spetrumof gauginos is universal, the trilinear salar ouplings vanish, and the salar massessquared are spei�ed by the quadrati Casimir operators. The last fat means thatsalar superpartiles with the same quantum harge have the universality of mass spe-trum, whih leads to enough suppressions of rare proesses involving avor-hangingneutral urrents. This virtue of the gauge mediation also appears in the mirage gaugemediation. However, the mass spetrum is rather di�erent from the gauge mediation:the low-energy spetrum is written only by the uni�ed value of gauge ouplings gG,not the low-energy values. This fat leads to the low-energy uni�ation of gauginomasses as well as almost degenerate salar superpartiles. The salar lepton massesare of similar order of salar quark masses and they di�er only by O(1) oeÆientsCai . Moreover (too) restritive mass formulas generally imply several relations among17



Low-sale mediation (MX = TeV) High-sale mediation (MX =MG)GM(� = TeV) M�a = �Ng2a(�)Ai = 0m2i = 2NCai g4a(�) M�a = �Ng2a(�)Ai = 2NCaiba �g2a(�)� g2G�m2i = 2NCaiba �(ba +N)g4G �Ng4a(�)�Mirage GM(��m = TeV) M�a = �Ng2GAi = 2NCaiba �g2G � g2a(MX)�m2i = 2NCaiba �(ba +N)g4a(MX)�Ng4G� M�a = �Ng2GAi = 0m2i = 2NCai g4GTABLE I: The soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters in the gauge and mirage gauge media-tions. In both ases, the parameters are evaluated at the TeV sale. In this table, the gauginomasses M�a and trilinear ouplings Ai (salar masses squared m2i ) are normalized by FX=16�2MX( jFX=16�2MX j2).observed mass values in future ollider experiments. For example, in the minimalsupersymmetri SM, the mirage spetrum is exatly given byM2�1 :M2�2 :M2�3 : m2Q : m2u : m2d : m2L : m2e = N : N : N : 215 : 165 : 145 : 95 : 65 ; (7.13)without inluding Yukawa oupling e�ets. Therefore the whole superpartners arefound to reeive a similar size of supersymmetry-breaking masses.� The seond limit is the low-sale threshold (the lower-left panel in the table). Here wedisuss the situation MX � ��m � TeV. The low-energy gaugino masses are universaland given by gG, whih is a robust predition of the mirage gauge mediation. Unlike theusual (low-sale) gauge mediation, salar trilinear ouplings are generated at one-looporder of gauge ouplings and naturally omparable to other supersymmetry-breakingparameters. For example, ifMX = ��m, the trilinear ouplings are found from the aboveformula and (7.9) that Ai = g2G8�2 NRCaiN+baR FXMX � M�. Suh sizable A parameters wouldbe important for phenomenology around the eletroweak symmetry breaking sale.The salar soft mass parameters m2i are also harateristi. In the gauge mediationwith hiral messengers, m2i is positive irrespetively of the threshold saleMX , but thelow-sale mirage gauge mediation sometimes predits tahyoni salar superpartners.For example, if MX = ��m, we �nd from the mass formula and the gauge ouplingrelation (7.9) that the positivity onstraint of salar masses squared (m2i > 0) lead toan inequality baR2 < N(1� 2R) (7.14)for all beta funtion oeÆients ba. That implies that, for R > 1 (R > 1=2), asymptot-ially free (non-free) gauge groups indue tahyoni ontributions to salar soft masses.It is therefore important for phenomenology of the model to satisfy some lower bound18



on the threshold sale MX and/or an upper bound on the ratio R, the latter of whihrestrits possible dynamis for the X stabilization.
VIII. MIRAGE UNIFICATION AT TEVBased on the formalism shown above, we investigate the model with mirage gauge medi-ation around the TeV sale, i.e. ��m � TeV. The forthoming Large Hadron Collider experi-ment will probe the TeV-sale physis, and in partiular, would observe the superpartners ofSM �elds with the mirage pattern of mass spetrum. Suh a harateristi spetrum providesdistintive experimental signatures from any other supersymmetry-breaking senarios, andlearly suggests the existene of some spei� mehanism in high-sale dynamis. In thissetion, we �rst derive the onditions for realizing TeV-sale uni�ation. Next, we examineseveral models of X �eld dynamis disussed in the literature and show that it seems diÆultfor these models to satisfy the required onditions. Finally, possible dynamial mehanismsare presented to make the onditions unneessary or weakened. We also point out thatthe hidden setor ontribution, whih is generally needed to have the de Sitter vauum insupergravity but is usually deoupled, may play an important role for onstruting a fulltheory of TeV mirage uni�ation.A. TeV-sale MirageFor phenomenologial disussions of mirage gauge mediation, there are three points tobe taken into aount: (i) the perturbative evolution of gauge oupling onstants, (ii) non-tahyoni salar mass spetrum, and (iii) the low mirage sale.As for the �rst point, the one-loop evolution of gauge ouplings are solved as1g2U = 1g2a(�) + ba16�2 ln� �2M2X�+ ba +N16�2 ln�M2XM2G� ; (8.1)for � < MX < MG. The uni�ation sale is determined by low-energy observed valuesg2a(��m) and the requirement of gauge oupling uni�ation, independently of other parame-ters. Therefore the running of gauge ouplings, in partiular, their high-energy values areontrolled by the threshold sale MX and the number of messenger �elds N . A bound onthese parameters is derived from the requirement of perturbative uni�ation that the gaugeouplings do not diverge below the uni�ation sale (i.e. gU <1):N ln�MGMX� < 8�2g2G : (8.2)This inequality implies the lower bound on the messenger mass MX and the upper boundon its number N . For example, we obtain from (8.2)N = 5 : MX > 4:5� 102 GeV; (8.3)N = 10 : MX > 3:0� 109 GeV; (8.4)N = 15 : MX > 5:7� 1011 GeV; (8.5)19



for MG = 2:0� 1016 GeV whih is a typial sale of supersymmetri grand uni�ation of theSM gauge ouplings.The seond ondition omes from the superpartile mass spetrum at a low-energy ob-servable sale. In order that harged salar superpartners do not develop ondensations,their mass-squared terms in the potential must be positive. Here we onsider the onstraintthat soft supersymmetry-breaking masses squared m2i must be positive, as a onservativeone without inluding the e�ets of Yukawa ouplings and trilinear salar parameters. Theanalysis in the previous setion shows that the salar masses squared beome at the miragesale m2i (��m) = NCai128�4ba h(N + ba)g4a(MX)�Ng4Gi���� FXMX ����2: (8.6)The gauge ouplings at the intermediate sale, ga(MX), are determined by MX for �xedvalues of low-energy gauge ouplings. Therefore the salar masses are ontrolled by the twoparameters MX and N . Roughly speaking, tahyoni salars are avoided if m2i (��m) > 0,namely, the quantity in the braket of (8.6) is negative (positive) for asymptotially free (non-free) gauge theory. For example, in the minimal supersymmetri SM, the right-handed salarleptons usually give the most signi�ant onstraint. We �nd from (8.6) that m2e(��m) > 0implies b1R(MX)2 < N�1� 2R(MX)�; (8.7)where b1 = 33=5 is the beta funtion oeÆient for the hyperharge gauge oupling,and R(MX) has been introdued as a generalization of (7.14) and de�ned as R(MX) �(Ng2G=8�2) ln(MG=MX). It is easily found that the number of messengers N has an upperbound for their masses �xed, and in other words, the threshold saleMX has a lower bound.In Fig. 1, we show the numerial result of the positivity onstraint m2e(��m) > 0. The pa-rameter bounds are often more severe than (8.2) whih is obtained from the perturbativegauge oupling uni�ation.The last point is whether the mirage uni�ation takes plae at a low-energy observablesale as one hooses. The low-energy uni�ation sale in the mirage gauge mediation isfound in the previous analysis [Eq. (7.7)℄:��m = MG exp��8�2RNg2G � : (8.8)Sine MG and gG are determined by low-energy theory and observations, the sale ��m isontrolled by N and R. The latter is de�ned by the ratio of two supersymmetry-breaking Fterms in the theory and then, possible dynamis of X is restrited for the TeV-sale mirageto be ahieved: RN = g2G8�2 ln�MGTeV� ' 0:20 : (8.9)Here we have used a typial uni�ed value of SM gauge ouplings, g2G=4�2 = 1=24:5, whihis obtained from the weak-sale experimental data and the renormalization-group evolutionin the minimal supersymmetri SM [2℄. The result (8.9) is deeply related to high-energy20
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FIG. 1: The region for the messenger parameters MX and N allowed by the positivity onstrainton the right-handed salar lepton mass in the minimal supersymmetri SM.dynamis of supersymmetry breaking. As a simple example, let us onsider the ase that theK�ahler potential is minimal and the superpotential ontains a single polynomial term [16℄:K = ZjXj2; W = Xn (n � 3): (8.10)Turning on the ompensator F term as a bakground in the Lagrangian3 and minimizing thesupergravity salar potential, one obtains a non-vanishing F omponent of supersymmetry-breaking �eld X: FXX = 21� nF� ; �R = n� 12 �: (8.11)In order to satisfy (8.9), the orrelation is found between the potential form (W = Xn) andthe number of messenger �elds, as given in the following:n 3 4 5 6 7 8 9N 5:0 7:5 10:0 12:6 15:1 17:6 20:1 (8.12)An integer value of the messenger number may be reasonable. It is interesting that thesimplest dynamis, W = X3, is approximately onsistent with the TeV-sale mirage for aninteger number N = 5. A variety of other models have been proposed in the literature tostabilize X with the F� e�et and to provide non-supersymmetri (non-deoupling) messen-ger thresholds. The potentials and their preditions are summarized in Table II, in whih we3 The ompensator F� is dynamially �xed, e.g. by inluding a onstant (X-independent) superpotentialterm in supergravity. Suh a detail is irrelevant to the result presented here.21



dynamis R MX mXK = jXj2W = Xn (n > 3) n� 12 F 1n�2� (n� 3)jF�j [16℄K = Z(X;Xy)jXj2W = X3 1 arbitrary (2-loop)� jF�j [16℄K = jXj2 + jY j2W = XnY m m+ n� 12 F 1m+n�2� (m+ n� 3)jF�j [26℄K = Z(X;Xy)jXj2 � jjjXj4W = 0 1 (1-loop)� � (2-loop)� jF�j [26℄no X�K = 	�	 12 O(F�) � [27℄TABLE II: Typial dynamis for supersymmetry-breaking messenger mass splitting. The limitR ! 1 orresponds to the anomaly mediation dominant (supersymmetri thresholds), and MXand mX denote the threshold sale and the X salar mass in the vauum, respetively.also show the X salar mass mX in eah supersymmetry-breaking vauum. It is found fromthe table that, in most of models, the F -term ratio R is O(1) or sometimes beomes large.This fat generally means that the number of messenger �elds is required to be large for theTeV-sale mirage. If this is the ase, the messenger mass sale should be unfortunately highin order to have the perturbative gauge oupling uni�ation or not to have any tahyonisalar superpartners. B. Possible Ways OutWe have studied the phenomenologial onstraints in the simple ase of mirage gaugemediation and found that it tends to need a large number of messenger �elds and a highmediation sale. It is a natural amelioration to realize a low-sale mirage uni�ation withoutintroduing model omplexity and/or without loosing observation feasibility.If the messenger number N beomes large, supersymmetry-breaking masses squared ofsalar superpartners beome negative, as seen in the previous setion. It is then possible tointrodue some additional dynamis for stabilizing these tahyons in parallel ways to variousproposed solutions of the tahyoni salar lepton problem in the pure anomaly mediation [10℄.It may be interesting to look for tahyon-stabilization dynamis whih is harateristi tothe mirage gauge mediation.Another remedy is found from the expression of the mirage sale (7.7) that if the virtualuni�ed gauge oupling gG is inreased, the messenger number N an be orrespondinglyredued for a �xed value of mirage sale. A high-energy gauge oupling is generally inreasedby introduing additional �elds. It is however noted that, as shown in Setion VB, thevirtual gauge oupling gG is insensitive to the existene of intermediate-sale thresholds andis �xed only by low-energy physis. Therefore one is lead to modifying low-energy physis22



by adding TeV-sale extra �elds. We suppose that these �elds belong to grand uni�ation-like and vetor-like representations in order to preserve the gauge oupling uni�ation andto avoid the experimental onstraints from preision eletroweak-sale measurements. Theextra �elds are assumed to be irrelevant to supersymmetry breaking and their threshold issupersymmetri. In this ase, gG is inreased asg0 2Gg2G = 11� �b g2G8�2 ln �MGTeV� ; (8.13)where �b denotes the universal extra-�eld ontribution to beta funtion oeÆients (�b >0). We �nd that the number of supersymmetry-breaking messengers is redued for a �xedmirage sale: N 0R0 = NR ��b: (8.14)The ratio of the messenger number and the F -term ratio is determined by low-energy physis,and N=R ' 5:0 in the minimal supersymmetri SM [Eq. (8.9)℄. As a simple example, if weadd one pair of 16 and 16� representations of SO(10) at the TeV sale [28℄, �b = 4 and henethe minimal messenger (N 0 = 1 and R0 = 1) is suÆient to obtain the mirage phenomenon,where tahyoni salar superpartners do not emerge (see Fig. 1).A more reasonable solution is to redue R in a dynamial way. It is found from (8.9) thata smaller (positive) R implies a fewer messenger multiplets needed and the model beomessimpli�ed. For example, if we have some dynamis whih predits R ' 1=5, only a singlepair of messengers is suÆient to realize the TeV-sale mirage uni�ation. Sine a smallervalue of jRj means a larger e�et of FX relative to F�, some mehanism of the X �eld isneeded to amplify its supersymmetry-breaking e�et a few times or so.� Multiple X �elds :One may naively expet that the threshold ontribution inreases when severalsupersymmetry-breaking �elds are introdued with non-vanishing F omponents.However the total e�et of supersymmetry breaking is not enhaned if these X �eldshave similar types of dynamis and then indue similar orders of F terms: the resultinge�et from multiple X �elds is not additive and is the same as the single X ase. Thisbehavior is on�rmed for various types of X dynamis (e.g. see [26℄). In the end, aviable model along this line must be onstruted to have highly asymmetri propertyamong multiple X �elds. That generally makes the model omplex and unrealisti.� Di�erent X potentials :In the above example of mirage gauge mediation, the K�ahler and superpotential ofX are minimal and simplest. A model with di�erent type of X potential may leadto inreasing the supersymmetry-breaking e�et jFX=Xj and then reduing R. As wewill show in details, the supergravity analysis of F terms leads to the following formof the R parameter in the vauumR = WXX + 43XyWX + 13Xy2W2WX=X ; (8.15)23



for the minimal K�ahler K = jXj2 and general superpotential W (X). This expressionhas been written down by negleting higher-order terms inX and without inluding thehidden setor e�et, for simpliity. The exploration of W (X) realizing R ' 0:2N <� 1is an interesting task to be performed. We will later disuss it in several examplesinluding the hidden setor ontribution. The R parameter is sometimes determinedby ontinuous model parameters. In this ase, the mirage sale is set just by hoosingthese parameters non-dynamially, while it is preferable that the mirage is desribedin terms of disrete parameters whih de�ne the dynamis of model suh as the powerof polynomial potential.� Di�erent messenger ouplings :The messenger supermultiplets 	 and �	 are oupled to X and the ompensator� somewhere in the Lagrangian and reeive supersymmetry-breaking mass splittingwithin eah multiplet when the F omponents FX and F� are turned on.A simple and diret way to modify the mass splitting is to introdue extra quadratiterms in the K�ahler and superpotential:�K = �		; �W = M	 �		; (8.16)in addition to the basi Lagrangian of mirage gauge mediation (7.1). The messengersalars reeive additional supersymmetry-breaking masses indued from these termsas well as the supersymmetri mass M	. The modi�ation of the model is easilyfound by notiing that the inlusion of additional supersymmetry breaking is e�etivelydesribed by the �eld rede�nition: X ! X +M	 + F ��=�2. Therefore the modi�ed Rparameter is read o� as R = (X +M	)F� + jF�j22jF�j2 � FX : (8.17)The new ontribution beomes signi�ant only when the messenger mass sale is low:MX �M	 � F�. If this appliation limit is aeptable, the TeV-sale mirage may berealized with a fewer number of messengers by taking appropriate values of the �Kand �W ontributions. For example, if the �K e�et is dominant, R is redued to1=2 and Eq. (8.9) requires N ' 2:5, whih is the half of the previous result in thesimplest ase (R = 1).The messenger oupling to X is another possible soure of modifying thesupersymmetry-breaking mass splitting and reduing the number of messengers. Letus onsider the following form of messenger ouplingW = Xm �		: (8.18)This form an be general by assigning suitable R symmetry harges. The m = 1 aseis simplest and has been analyzed before. The superpotential oupling determinesthe messenger mass sale as well as the strength of supersymmetry-breaking media-tion. Inserting X = MX + FX�2, we �nd that the e�etive messenger mass Me� andsupersymmetry-breaking mass splitting FXe� are given byMe� = (MX)m; FXe�Me� = m FXMX : (8.19)24



The supersymmetry-breaking e�et is thus enhaned by the fator m ompared withthe usual m = 1 ase and so the R parameter is redued by the same fator. Inthe end, the number of messengers an be redued. One prie to pay is that themessenger mass sale is no longer free and is suppressed from the mediation saleMX as Me� = (MX� )m�1MX where � is the ultraviolet uto�. It should be notedthat the mirage uni�ation and its emergene sale are not a�eted by hanging themass sales of messenger �elds and supersymmetry breaking, as we have shown. Aphenomenologial bound on the messenger mass sale, i.e. Me� > TeV, leads to arestrition of messenger oupling, in partiular, an upper bound on the index m as afuntion of the supersymmetry-breaking sale MX . For example, if one takes � =Mpland MX = MG, the index must satisfy m < 7:6. Therefore a favorable value, m = 5,for the TeV-sale mirage [see (8.9)℄ is within the allowed range. In other words, thesuperpotential oupling with m = 5 generates the messenger mass around 100 PeVsale, enough high to satisfy experimental onstraints.� Extra soures of supersymmetry breaking :The enhanement of FX e�et is e�etively done by introduing extra soures of super-symmetry breaking other than the X �eld. We here omment on several possibilitiesin order.It is a natural expetation that a better way to modify a model involves fewerextensions of it. In this sense, a simple way is to onsider the omplete anomalymediation, i.e. to inlude the supersymmetry-breaking e�ets indued not only fromthe super-Weyl anomaly but also from other anomalies in supergravity. The lattere�ets may be omparable in some framework to that of the onformal ompensatorand then our previous results for the R parameter may be hanged.Extra supersymmetry-breaking e�ets are supposed to have the property that themirage uni�ation is not disturbed. The general form of suh supersymmetry break-ing is parameterized as (3.9). That is, in addition to the gauge threshold e�et (the1 term) analyzed before, some universal ontribution (the 0 term) an be inluded.If these two ontributions are on similar orders of magnitude (and have the samesign), the supersymmetry-breaking e�et is e�etively enhaned and the number ofmessengers may be redued to a reasonable level. A plausible possibility of the uni-versal ontribution omes from the gravity and related modulus �elds, whih have�eld-universal interations. A well-known framework of moduli stabilization in stringtheory [13℄ provides suh a possibility [18℄. It is important to notie that in thisframework the modulus ontribution to supersymmetry breaking is found to be om-parable to the anomaly mediated one [6, 7, 29℄ and hene also omparable to the gaugethreshold ontribution. This is the property we just wanted in the above for suitablyimproving the mirage gauge mediation.
C. Hidden Setor and Mirage Gauge MediationThe above analysis has not been onerned about the vauum energy (the osmologialonstant). At the minimum of potential, the salar omponent of the X �eld (related to the25



messenger mass sale) is taken to be suppressed and then the vauum energy is negative.We therefore need to uplift the potential to make the osmologial onstant zero or slightlypositive. This point has not been disarded in the literature of deeted anomaly mediationor simply regarded as adding the hidden setor whih deouples from X. In this setion, weexamine the possibility that the mirage gauge mediation, in partiular the R parameter, ismodi�ed by utilizing hidden-setor dynamis for uplifting the vauum energy. It is betterto realize that the modi�ation is done suh that the TeV-sale mirage naturally emergesin a simpler model and the mirage sale is ontrolled by disrete parameters. It has beenknown [30℄ that the TeV-sale uni�ation in the simple mirage ase [31℄ is diÆult to realize.It would be therefore interesting that the mirage gauge mediation solves this problem withthe hidden setor uplifting whih is experimentally required for the osmologial observation.1. Hidden Setor ContributionWe introdue a hidden-setor �eld Z with a non-vanishing vauum expetation value ofF omponent. The general supergravity Lagrangian for Z and the supersymmetry-breaking�eld X has the following form:LH = Z d4��y� f(X;Xy; Z; Zy) + h Z d2��3W (X;Z) + h::i: (8.20)The supergravity f funtion is related to the K�ahler potential as f = �3e�K=3. The loop-level dependene on the ompensator � has been dropped sine it is quantitatively irrelevantto the disussion in this setion. One an inorporate in f the diret ouplings between X andZ without oniting with phenomenologial observation in the visible setor. Integratingout the hidden setor, we obtain the supergravity salar potentialVH = eK=3h(WKX +WX)K�1XXy(W �KXy +W �Xy)� 3jW j2i+ fZZyjFZ j2; (8.21)where the lower indies of f and W denote the �eld derivatives. We onsider that thepotential VH is a funtion of the X �eld, and the hidden variable is treated as a bakgroundparameter whih is determined by solving the Z dynamis in the hidden setor.In this paper we explore the mirage gauge mediation whih has the parameter region:jFX=Xj � jF�j for the mirage to appear and jXj � 1 for the messengers to be lighter thanthe uto� sale. It is noted that, in a omplete ontrast, jFX=Xj � jF�j and jXj � 1 in thesenario of string-theory moduli stabilization. Therefore the framework of supersymmetry-breaking and uplifting hidden dynamis is expeted to be di�erent from the string-theorysenario [32℄. The smallness of expetation value jXj � 1 may naturally lead to the ondi-tions for the K�ahler potential that jXKXj � 1 and jXXyKXXyj � 1 at the minimum. Ifthis is the ase, the vauum energy is easily foundVH0 = �3e�K=3jF�j2 + fZZyjFZj2: (8.22)The requirement of the vanishing osmologial onstant is ful�lled with a non-vanishing Fterm of hidden-setor �eld Z in the vauum. Minimizing the potential VH with respetto the X salar, we �nd the shifted vauum by turning on FZ. Substituting these results,26



we obtain the F omponents FX and F� in the shifted vauum, in partiular, the generalformula of their ratio in the leading order:R = WXX +WXKX +WKXX + (WX +WKX)�13KX + �K�1XXy�XKXXy�2WX=X � 3WfXZZy=XfZZy : (8.23)For example, the R parameter is evaluated for the minimal form of K�ahler potential K =jXj2 + jZj2 as Rmin = WXX + 43XyWX + 13Xy2W2WX=X +XyW=X : (8.24)Sine the seond term in the denominator expresses the hidden setor ontribution, theuplifting of vauum energy is found to multiply the FX e�et by the fator H:H � 1 + XyW2WX : (8.25)This formula of the enhanement is given only by the superpotential for the X �eld. If thedynamis for X stabilization satis�es H > 1, the hidden setor enhanes the FX e�et whihimplies that the number of messenger �elds is e�etively redued and tahyoni salar massspetrum is avoided. Moreover the H fator (8.25) indiates that the ratio of two F termsremains real and does not disturb the phase alignment of supersymmetry-breaking soft massparameters. 2. Sample PotentialsIn this subsetion, we assume that the K�ahler potential has the minimal form: K =jXj2 + jZj2 as the simplest ase, and examine several forms of superpotential for X to havea suitable value of the enhanement fator H.� W = yXn +  (n > 3) :The �rst example is the polynomial superpotential disussed in Setion VIIIA. Herewe also inlude a onstant superpotential term to dynamially stabilize F�. The anal-ysis of supergravity potential is found to give the minimum atXnjXj2 = 3� nn(n� 1) y ; (8.26)for jyj � jj. From (8.25), we obtain the fator H asH = n� 52n� 6 : (8.27)While H beomes a real parameter, it generally takes H < 12 and annot be used toe�etively enhane the FX e�et.
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� W = yX +  :The seond is the linear superpotential term (so to say, a low-sale Polonyi model).This model has a di�erent type of minimum than the above polynomial superpotentialwith a higher power. For jyj � jj, the supergravity potential is minimized atX3 = 6y�2�2y : (8.28)The model predits R = 1 without taking into aount the uplifting hidden setor.The hidden-setor enhanement fator is given byH = 1 + Xy2y ' � jjjyj�2=3 : (8.29)Sine H beomes large and positive, the FX e�et is enhaned in the uplifted truevauum. So the TeV-sale mirage an be made natural. It is however noted that theF -term ratio R is no longer a disrete value and depends on the ontinuous ouplingonstants of the model.� W = ynXn + ymXm :The third model is the raetrak-like superpotential. That is, the two similar superpo-tential terms work in ooperation to stabilize the X �eld. Analyzing the supergravitypotential, we obtain the minimum atXm�n = � nynmym ; (8.30)where the relative size of ym and yn is assumed to have jXj � 1. The model preditsR = 1 without the hidden setor ontribution. It is notied that, with this expetationvalue of X (8.30), the �rst derivative of the superpotential vanishes and the previousformula (8.25) annot be used. In this ase, the general (re)analysis of potentialminimization and the vauum energy uplifting lead toR = 11 + ffXZZyW=fZZyXWXX : (8.31)From this formula, the H fator is evaluated for the minimal K�ahler potential:H = 1 + XyWXWXX = 1� jXj2mn : (8.32)In the end, we �nd H ' 1 and the hidden-setor e�et is negligible in this model.We have investigated three types of models and found three di�erent onlusions. All of thesemodels unfortunately have somewhat unsatis�ed points. The improvement and onstrutionof realisti models are left for future study.
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IX. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONIn this paper, we investigated a new lass of supersymmetry-breaking mediation models,where gaugino masses are uni�ed in the low-energy regime. We �rst lassi�ed the onditionsof gaugino mass uni�ation, and then studied the gauge threshold ase. The mirage gaugemediation senario is basially the gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking, but at thelow-energy uni�ation sale, the virtual high-energy uni�ed gauge oupling behaves as theone at the renormalization sale in gauge mediation. Thus under the hypothesis of gaugeoupling uni�ation, gaugino masses beome naturally uni�ed at the weak sale. On theother hand, it is non-trivial to dynamially realize the mirage uni�ation at the TeV sale.We also disussed several possible ways out in the last part of this paper.The mirage gauge mediation possesses the harateristi mass spetrum of superpartilesand various virtues from the phenomenologial points of view. Compared with the gaugemediation, the masses of superpartiles tend to be degenerate at the weak sale. Alsothe gravitino is not the lightest superpartile anymore, but is rather heavy to have sizableorretions from the anomaly mediation. On the other hand, unlike the simple mirage asesuh as the string-theory framework of moduli stabilization, the low-sale gaugino massuni�ation is not an assumption but is a natural predition of the mirage gauge mediation.In addition, thanks to the virtues of gauge mediation, the avor-hanging rare proesses andCP violations are automatially suppressed.The mirage gauge mediation is favored as well from the osmologial points of view. Thesenario ontains a singlet salar �eld, X, oupled to supersymmetry-breaking messenger�elds. Sine X has a rather at potential, it is onsidered to dominate the energy of theUniverse. Then the X salar deays into superpartiles and gravitinos, diluting the pre-existing partiles and produing radiations. The produed gravitinos often easily spoil thesuesses of the standard osmology suh as the big-bang nuleosynthesis, or overlose theUniverse. However it is expeted in our senario that the branhing ratio of the gravitinoprodution beomes suppressed sine the vauum expetation value of X is muh smallerthan the Plank sale (see e.g. [33℄). This feature is ontrasted to the string-related miragemodels, where a light modulus �eld is involved and auses a serious problem of the gravitinooverprodution [34℄. The dark matter andidates in the mirage gauge mediation are the(degenerate) gauginos and the superpartner of X. They are produed from the deay of Xsalar, while their reli abundane is quite model dependent. We need further studies onthe phenomenologial and osmologial aspets of the senario, and they will be disussedin the future. AknowledgmentsThis work was supported in part by the grant-in-aid for sienti� researh on the priorityarea (#441) \Progress in elementary partile physis of the 21st entury through disoveriesof Higgs boson and supersymmetry" (No. 16081209) and by a sienti� grant from theministry of eduation, siene, sports, and ulture of Japan (No. 17740150).
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